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I. December 7, 2012 Minute Order Stated Civil Contempt of Court –Not Criminal  
Minute Order 12.07.11 http://freepdfhosting.com/a90c2a2762.pdf 

 

 
 
II.  March 9, 2012 Judge’s Order Remanding Kramer To The Sheriff’s Department Fails To 
State  “CIVIL” Contempt  No differenciation at: http://freepdfhosting.com/b3399e119a.pdf 
 

 

 
 
III. March 12, 2012 Falsified Sheriff Record States Criminal Contempt  
Criminal record 3.12.12 at: http://freepdfhosting.com/dde4874776.pdf 

 
SHARON NOONAN KRAMER  
Booked by San Diego County Sheriff's Department on Mar. 12, 2012  
Gender: F Race: W Age: 56   (on date of arrest) Height: 5' 06" Weight: 140 Eyes: BRO Hair: BRO  
Facility: Las Colinas Detention Facility Charges:  
166 PC - CRIMINAL CONTEMPT Tracking #: 12518427 
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IV. March 12, 2012 Falsified Record States Misdemeanor & Criminal Contempt 
False Criminal Record 3.12.12 http://freepdfhosting.com/9797be4ad4.pdf 
 

Case # Arr Chg Code Section Code Description CL* Court Court Date Time ROC* Bail Amount

37-2010-00061530-CU 1 1 166 PC CRIMINAL CONTEMPT M       0

37-2010-00061530-CU 1 2 NONE ADDITIONAL COURT DATE   NC30 03/14/2012 09:00 OTP 0

* Note: CL - Charge Class (F - Felony, M - Misdemeanor, I - Infraction) 
           ROC - Reason On Calendar 

 

V.  March 9, 2012 Minute Order ~ Incarcerated & Given False Criminal Record & 
Misdemeanor For Refusing To Be Coerced To Commit Perjury  by signing a retraction for 
something Kramer did not do; and by signing would absolve seven years worth of judicial, clerk and attorney 
misconduct of framing a whistle blower of fraud in policy for libel with actual malice. 
Minute Order 3.09.12 : http://freepdfhosting.com/268ff3a32c.pdf 
 
Proposed Fraudulent Retraction Written by Kelman’s Attorney 12.02.010 & Evidence of Why Kramer 
Could Not Sign Without Defrauding Public http://freepdfhosting.com/ce5fe87905.pdf 
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VI.  January 19, 2012, Signing Kelman’s Fraudulent Retraction Was Not A 
Requirement Of The Revised Order & Judgment For [Civil] Contempt Of Court 
To Avoid Incarceration (And Falsified Criminal Record) 
1.19.12 Revised Order http://freepdfhosting.com/0816310344.pdf 
 
The Court ordered that five posts containing the words, “altered his under oath statements” be 
removed from 2 websites.(along with the direct evidence that the justices of the Fourth District 
Division One Appellate Court and Kelman know they framed Kramer for libel with actual malice & 
the continued adverse impact on public health policy because of it) On February 10, 2012 the 
Court was informed that Kramer could not comply with the Revised Order because website owners 
refused to remove the evidence.  
Declaration of Kevin Carstens 2.05.12 http://freepdfhosting.com/694236b023.pdf 
Declaration of Crystal Stuckey 2.06.12  http://freepdfhosting.com/5534e07fdf.pdf 
Notice Of Inability To Comply 12.02.10 http://freepdfhosting.com/5002768ab6.pdf 

 

 

February 5, 2012 Carsten’s Declaration: “Until the California judicial system, Mr. Kelman and Mr. 
Scheuer provide an explanation of why the courts framed a defendant for libel, suppressed the 
evidence the plaintiff committed perjury, falsified court documents and computer entries, gagged 
the defendant from republishing the words for which she is evidenced to have been framed by the 
courts, and is now going to be incarcerate her for refusing silence of how the courts’ actions 
continue to harm the 2800 members of Sickbuildings; no posts of Sharon Kramer’s or any other 
member of Sickbuildings regarding this matter will be retracted.” 
 

February 6, 2012 Stuckey Declaration: “In relevant part, the November 4, 2011 post on my blog 
accurately states,   By precluding us from writing the phrase “altered his under oath statements”, 
the words that are the sole cause of action of the case; the courts are essentially taking a case that 
is a matter of public record and deceptively making it a sealed case where we cannot write of how 
the courts framed a US citizen for libel while aiding a multi-billion dollar fraud to continue in public 
health and workers’ comp policies. We cannot publicly evidence what the courts did to frame a US 
citizen for libel and are now harassing and threatening to block the citizen’s movement 
(incarceration for Contempt of Court) to keep their misdeeds from coming to greater public light.” 


